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Abstract- Software quality models, software metrics and software quality metrics attempts to put on quality measurements
on software in terms of software measurements. Metrics were proposed based on different data gatherings from companies
such as information gathered in metric measuring, information gathering mechanisms and metric usefulness. This thesis also
introduces a new software quality metric which is based on analyzing stack interactions involved on certain program
fragments. Stack is a portion of memory which stores scope dependent variables and also data related to function calls. Stack
usage and its involvement in program operations are discussed in the methodology and results section of this thesis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software Engineering is a discipline wherein various
approaches or proven paths are developed by software
engineering teams. Main huddle in any software
development practice is about the quality of software and
deliverable times set by the project manager. Development
teams are cautious about all kinds of activities they would
perform while writing the requirements gathering [1] step to
testing the source code developed step and all of these
activities are said to be time bound. The main goal of
Software Engineering is Build, operate and maintain
software that is focused on organizational needs.
In other words, software is a middle ware between end
users and computer, now a day computer is treated as a
network of computers and the demand for software for
network based systems is increasing with time [2]. The
question is how to develop affordable and quality software
for such interactive systems [2] and delivered in times has
become a challenge to software engineers.
Software is an integrated, user-machine component for
providing and processing information for the user [3] to
support management, decision-making and operations of an
organization by utilizing computer hardware and programs.
The concept of User-machine system implies that some tasks
are performed by computers and some are performed by
gadgets like smart phones, tablets and any mobile device

which contain reasonable processing power and memory
[4]. To make above kind of development possible the
developer must understand the capabilities of humans as
information processors and behaviour of humans as users of
information.
II SOFTWARE METRICS
Software metrics are considered one of the most
significant areas of research in software engineering [5].
Software metric is a scale with measurement rule and
measurement method that is applied for a measurement
process [5]. According to McCall, metrics are objective
quantitative measures of software attributes that help to
understand software quality. Software metrics are the units of
measurement for measuring and predicting the quality of the
software products or processes. They help management to
assess cost, effort, quality and complexity of software
projects at different stages of the life cycle of a software
development [7]. They can also measure productivity and
customer’s satisfaction. Object-oriented metrics are used to
measure object oriented concepts such as cohesion, coupling,
inheritance and polymorphism [8].
According to Goodman, software metrics is the constant
employment of measurement based methods to the process
of software development as well as its products in order to
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supply significant and suitable management information
along with implementation of those methods to enhance that
process and its products [10]. Furthermore, IEEE defined
software metrics as a ‘function’ where software data is the
inputs and single numerical value is the output, which can be
understood as the level to which system software has a given
characteristic that influences its quality.
Quality measure element (QME)
ISO/IEC 25021 defines quality measure element
(QME) as a measure that is described in relations to a
property and the measurement method for measuring it in
quantity, including optionally the transformation by the use
of a mathematical function [11]. It may be a base measure or
derived measure. Quality measure elements are measurement
inputs used for the software quality measures that correspond
to external quality, internal quality and quality in use as
described in ISO/IEC 25010 quality model.
As software measures software, the question that arises is
what is to measure? To measure software certain attributes or
entities must be identified. According to [50] the entities
used in software measurement are:
a) Process: any pursuit associated with software
development,
b) Product: Any item/object created through software
development,
c) Resource: Elements like individuals, hardware, or
software that are necessary for the process
III SOFTWARE QUALITY METRICS
Programming quality estimations can be requested into
taking after classification: data measure, number of data
things, number of dissatisfactions, number of issues, number
of capacities, number of I/O, number of prerequisites,
number of restarts, number of framework operations, number
of undertakings, number of tests, number of trials, number of
client operations, item size and time length. Some of them
are
a) Data measure: This classification comprises of number
of records of a similar structure, class or configuration that
fulfill the conditions given in the comparing QME definitions
[12]. The quantity of records can be including of records or
size bytes. The arrangement of value measure components
prescribed for this classification are as beneath
b) Number of failures: This class comprises of the QMEs
that determine the check of all the normal or distinguished
disappointments which happen in a given time length [13].
The arrangement of value measure components prescribed
for this class are Measure of recognized failures, Measure of
settled failures, Measure of mistake messages and
disappointments identified with transmission, Add up to
number of really recognized failures.

c)Number of issues This class comprises of QMEs that
fulfill the conditions in their relating QME definitions and
determines the number of programming item blames
identified or assessed in the given programming item part.
The arrangement of value measure components prescribed
are number of altered mistakes in configuration/coding,
Number of recognized mistakes, Number of mistakes
revealed in a survey.
d) Number of capacities: This class comprises of QMEs
that fulfill the conditions in their comparing QME definitions
and indicates the number of all the fundamental or
discretionary capacities that are identified with necessity,
usage, testing, blend of them or more [14]. The arrangement
of value measure components suggested for this class are
Number of capacities actualized, Number of capacities (or
sorts of capacities) clarified in the item clarification, Measure
of capacities explored, Number of capacities portrayed in
necessity indicated prerequisites, Number of capacities for
which specific exactness particulars must to be connected.
IV STACK
When a program begins to perform, a particular
contiguous segment of memory is kept separately for the
program named the stack. It is practical to consider the
following traits of a stack.
a) Stack bottom: It is the biggest acceptable address of a
stack. The stack pointer will indicate to the stack bottom, as
soon as a stack is loaded.
b) Stack limit: The lowest valid address of a stack. In case
the stack pointer becomes any smaller, then stack
overflow occurs
Push and Pop
Just as the data structure by the same name, there are two
processes on the stack: push and pop.
push and pop are described as follows:
a) Push: By making the stack pointer of a lesser value;
usually by removing registers from the stack; that are at least
four times the original number, and then replicating the
registers to the stack, one can push one or more registers.
b) Pop By replicating the data to the registers from the
stack, then to add a value to the stack pointer (typically by
providing 4 times the number of registers), You can pop one
or more registers.
V SCOPE OF VARIABLES
The scope of a name building in computer programming
is the relationship of a name to an unit, like a variable that is
the program region, where the binding is acceptable and the
name could be employed to indicate to the unit. Such a
region is referred to as a scope block. In other portions of the
program, a different entity is referred to by the name (it can
have a distinctive binding). It is also possible to be referred
as to nothing at all (it could be unbound). Visibility of an
entity, which is the scope of a binding, predominantly in
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earlier or very technical literature – from the standpoint of
the body that is being referenced, and not the referencing
name.
a) Expression scope: In C, the variable names inside a
capacity model have the expression scope, which in this
system is perceived as capacity convention scope. Since the
variable names in the model are not demonstrated to (they
can be particular in the real definition) – they are essentially
fakers – these are regularly disregarded, however they can be
utilized to for example, create documentation [15].
b) The Function scope: Most of the ordinarily employed
programming languages present a mode to create a local
variable within a function or subroutine: where the function
reappears once a variable whose scope terminates. In
maximum cases, the lifespan of the variable is the period of
the function call, automatic variable that is produced as soon
as the function starts (or with the declaration of the variable),
concludes when the function returns – although within the
function exists the scope of the variable, the connotation of
"within" relies on the question that is scoping lexical or
dynamic? Some languages, like C, have also offered static
local variable, where the lifespan of the variable is the total
duration of the program, but when it is inside the function, it
is only then in context. In static local variables, upon the
loading of the program, the variable is generated, and only
when the program concludes it is demolished. It is just like
the static global variable, except it is in the perspective
within a function [16], such as an automatic local variable.
c)File scope: File Scope is a perusing principle that is
fundamentally particular to C here the extent of the factors
and capacities are expressed at the highest level of the
document (and not simply in any capacity) is for the entire
document or rather for C, from the declaration up until the
completing segment of the source record, or considerably
more precisely interpretation unit. It can be comprehended as
a strategy for module scope, wherein with documents the
modules are distinguished, and the new and present day
dialects are substituted by an unambiguous module scope.
Due to the presence of incorporate explanations that embed
factors and capacities to the interior system and can call extra
incorporate articulations [17]; it can get testing to recognize
whatever is in the structure of the body of a record.
d) Module scope: On account of a 'measured
programming', extent of specific names can be the entire
module, yet it can be planned through different records. In
this case, modules are the simple unit of an entangled
program, since they allow data covering and uncovering an
incomplete interface. A module extension was built up in the
dialect heredity of Modula and Python is a trademark
introduces day case.
e) Global scope: A statement has global scope, provided
it has consequences through an entire computer program.
Within program, Global variables which are basically
variable names with global scope, are often thought as
corrupt practices, certainly in a few languages. Because of

the likelihood of collision of names and accidental masking,
jointly with poor modularity, as well as function
programming scope or block programming scope are
preferred. But, global scope is normally employed
(subjective to the language) [18] for numerous different
kinds of indicators or identifiers, functions name, and class
names and supplementary data types. In such situations,
instruments like namespaces are employed in order to evade
collisionsto test the final cut of the software developed.
Various tools can facilitate carrying out the above-mentioned
tests. These are IDE's like selenium etc.
Software deployment tools: Once the software is
deployed and thoroughly tested for any errors/bugs it needs
to be deployed at the customer location or the end-user site.
Various tools are used at this stage of the lifecycle model for
the said software deployment like web server, application
servers, databases etc. Examples of web servers include
Microsoft IIS [19], Apache web server. Examples of
application servers include web logic application server,
webpshere application server etc.
In addition to the above mentioned tools other tools used
in the software development are Microsoft Project which is
used to plan and schedule a particular project [19].
VI SIM (STACK INTERACTION METRIC)
stack interactions involved on scope dependent
variables related to expression scope, block scope, loop
scope and function scope etc. All variables related to above
mentioned scopes occupy storage area on stacks upon their
execution and get removed from stack when their scope
execution is completed. These variables are referred to as
local variables to their corresponding scopes or functions in
which they are declared. As these variables are heavily used
in procedural, object oriented and object based
programming languages, they put considerable amount of
overload on stack memory. We try to bring in a new
software quality metric to measure number of stack
operations performed in terms of number of pushes and pop
operations.
SIM = (Number of push operations +Number of pop
operations)/Number of iterations
IV CONCLUSION

scope dependant variables related to expression
scope, block scope, loop scope and function scope etc. All
variables related to above mentioned scopes occupy storage
area on stacks upon their execution and get removed from
stack when their scope execution is completed. These
variables are referred to as local variables to their
corresponding scopes or functions in which they are
declared. As these variables are heavily used in procedural,
object oriented and object based programming languages,
they put considerable amount of overload on stack memory. .
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Stack interaction metric estimates utilization of stack and
number of stack operations performed in programs. Stack
interaction metric are an evaluated based on scope dependant
variable in blocks, loops, functions and other related program
segments.
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